
8. security in the software

development lifecycle

software development security outline

a computing environment is layered

developers frequently use utilities and

libraries with functionality exceeding

was immediately required in a

programmer may not understand the

operation of such utilities

development lifecycle

environment and security controls

security of the software

environment

applications development and

programming concepts

information security objective

current software environment

Security req for applications and dbases

Open Source

Full Disclosure

The Software Environment

Security issue sof programming languages

Process and Elements

Java Security

object oriented technology and

programming

encapsulation (data hiding)

inheritance

Polymorphism

Polly instantiating

object oriented security

distributed object-oriented systems

common object request broker

architecture (CORBA)

libraries and toolsets

integrated development

environments (IDE) and runtime

in an IDE it combines many tools into

one software program to maximize

programmer productivity which all

development is done

a runtime system is a gateway by

which the running program interacts

with the runtime environment

security issues and source code

software protection mechanisms

security kernels, reference monitors

and the TCB (trusted computing base)

reference monitor

security kernel

processor privilege states

security controls for buffer overflows

controls for incomplete

parametercheck and enforcement

process isolation and memory protection

covert channel controls

cryptography

password protection techniques

inadequate granularity of controls

Control and separation of

environments

race conditions versus time of

check/time of use (TOC/T OU) attacks

social engineering

backup control

software forensics

mobile code. Controls

programming language support

configuration management

information protection management

Security of code repositories

security of application &

programming interfaces (API

many supposedly secure devices have

an API that untrustworthy people can

call in order to get some tasks

performed

APIs are the connectors for the

Internet of things and allow devices to

speak to each other

Microsoft has used the

next-generation secure computing

base parentheses NG SCB) also called

trusted computing to place a trusted

platform module (TPM) chip for

secure crypto key storage on most

motherboards

website example of an insecure

APITesla Model S REST API

Authentication Flaws

http://radar.oreilly.com/2013/08/tesla-model-s-rest-api-authentication-flaws.html

common protocols

assess the effectiveness of software security

certification and accreditation

auditing and logging of changes

websites for additional information on auditing

information integrity

Information accuracy

information auditing

risk analysis and mitigation

assess software acquisition security
software assurance (SwA)

websites regarding building security into software

Questions
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